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The survey was broken down into the three phases: lower, middle and upper. Middle ability 

children were selected to take part in this survey. These children were asked age-appropriate 

questions linked to SMSC and British Values. 

Have the ‘actions’ from the last survey been addressed?   ✓ = addressed/achieved. 

- Focus on a different British Value each term. Ensure British Values Week is carried out 

(collect evidence for each value per class). (Will be carried out in the Spring Term) 

- Ensure class assemblies are being carried out and monitor content e.g. British Values 

Focus/Value of the month. ✓ Resources/timetable of key events shared with staff 

- Consider shortening survey as some questions are similar to other surveys carried out in 

school e.g. pupil well-being. This would allow more time to narrow in with particular areas 

e.g. different family make-ups. Perhaps use British Values as categories for each 

question. ✓ Less questions asked this time, mainly focusing on mutual 

respect/differences 

- Suggest SMSC/British Values display in each class. ✓  

- Being able to identify other major festivals for religions. Shared with staff but 

requires future work. 

- Ensure children are learning about different cultures/have visitors from other cultures. 

Contacts shared with staff, ensure all year groups have addressed this 

- Invest in new resources for British Values ✓ 

- Revisit RSE curriculum- Y3/4 unaware of what homophobic bullying is. To be 

implemented in the Spring Term following training/new resources 

- Look into new resources for the RE and RSE curriculum offer. ✓ RE- New resources 

sourced by AP. RSE – New resources to be sorted after training in the Spring Term 
- RE- compulsory trips to places of worship. ✓ Addressed by AP. At the point in the year, 

majority of year groups have been on/planned a visit. 

Ofsted Comments 2017 

- Pupils are taught how to stay safe and say that they feel very safe at school.  

- Pupils are exceptionally well prepared to make the most of future opportunities when 

they leave Newdale Primary School.  

- …the chance for pupils to be involved in community-based good causes, enable them to 

realise how caring values bring people together and strengthen society.  

- … pupils consider the motivations of artists, the guiding principles behind religious 

beliefs and the right to live in a tolerant and caring democratic society. Pupils of all ages 

display a remarkable ability to reflect and empathise with others. In this respect, the 

school is well ahead of many other primary schools.  

- …teachers have ensured that important messages, such a gender equality, are fed in at 

appropriate moments.  

- In short, teaching promotes high standards and respect for all.  



- Pupils respond with remarkable maturity of thought and evident care for one another. 

Unkind behaviour of any sort is not tolerated and pupils report that bullying is 

exceptionally rare.  

- Staff treat pupils with respect and kindness and teach them to value everyone’s 

contribution and right to live in a society free from prejudice and discrimination.  

- Perseverance in the face of difficulties is encouraged. Consequently, pupils develop ‘can-

do’ attitudes and the resilience needed to be confident and capable learners.  

Overall Grading: Outstanding 

 

Overall positives from this year’s pupil voice survey 

- All children positive about Newdale and feel it is a place where everyone is welcome to 

come. 

- Children could talk about how our school keeps children safe. 

- All children very clear on what bullying is. Key Stage Two, including some of Key Stage 

One, children could talk about Cyberbullying. KS2 children also referred to racism. A 

Year 6 child referred to sexism.  

- Children understand the importance of treating people with respect.  

- All children knew the importance of respecting different family make-ups. 

- Children displayed a good understanding of the importance of following rules and 

consequences if they are broken in school and in their community.  

- Children could talking about voting systems (some using the word ‘democracy’).  

- Year 5 and Year 6 children understood what Homophobic Bullying is (but needed 

prompting with the terminology) and could explain what LGBT means 

- UKS2 could explain all the British Values, with some prompting. 

- UKS2 had a good understanding of terrorism and extremist views.   

- UKS2 could confidently recall the main world religions and symbols. 

Lower Phase 

Learning The children spoke very highly of the school and said that they love learning. 

They said that school was great as they could make lots of friends. 

 They all commented on the adults in school and how great they are.  

Safety The children were really confident at talking about how they feel safe at 

school and how to keep themselves safe outside of school. They talked about 

how our SMART Code keeps us safe and that they can email Buddy Bear about 

safety.  

Bullying The children understood that bullying is not simply having an 

argument/breaking friends but that it is something that is consistent. They 

understood what to do if they felt bullied or if they witness any form of 

bullying – tell a friend, tell an adult/TA/lunchtime supervisor/teacher/buddy 

bear, Mrs Powell and her team.  



SMART 

Code/Rules/Laws 

The children knew that we have the SMART Code but struggled to recall each 

rule and explain what some of them meant, ‘make school enjoyable for all’.  

They understood consequences if they broke the school rules and also 

explained if adult broke rules- ‘Go to jail’ or ‘get arrested’.   

Beliefs The children really struggled to name any religions. With some prompting, they 

knew that Christians celebrate Christmas and Easter. All children recognised 

the cross, with one child stating, ‘That’s what Jesus died on’. Children named 

one place of worship, ‘the church’.  

Culture/ethnicity The children said that if a new child joined the school, who was from a 

different country, they would show them around and help them to make new 

friends. The children were able to talk about people they know who are from a 

different country and what they have learnt from them e.g. clothing.  

 

Points for development for lower phase: 

- Regularly recapping the SMART Code and what it means.  

- Knowing examples of places of worship not just a church.  

- Ensuring texts/images chosen are of people from different cultures/countries.  

 

Middle Phase 

Learning The children spoke positively about the school and their learning.  When 

asked what they enjoy about Newdale, one child said, We are all really 

appreciative of our teachers’. They said that they take part in lots of 

fun activities which can help them when they have a job in the future.   

Safety The children were really confident at talking about how they feel safe at 

school and how to keep themselves safe outside of school. They referred 

to road safety, keeping safe from water, stranger danger.   

Bullying including 

cyberbullying  

The children were very clear and articulate on what bullying is, making 

references to cyberbullying which happens online and could also talk 

about racist bullying. They were able to talk about who they could share 

their worries to e.g. Mrs Powell, Buddy Bear etc. Children didn’t know 

what homophobic bullying was.  

SMART 

Code/Rules/Laws 

The children knew about the SMART Code, but lots of prompted was 

needed.  One child stated that he liked that he could redeem himself and 

turns things around to earn a gold card. All children brought up the new 

‘Stop ‘n’ Think’ cards and could explain their purpose. They gave examples 

of consequences if a child broke the code: yellow cards, phone calls home 



etc. They understood that if you broke rules/laws as an adult that you 

might be arrested and go to jail. They knew that the police keep them 

safe.  

Beliefs The children could name four of the main world religions and recognised 

the Christian cross. They knew that the word ‘religion’ means that they 

believe in someone or something.   One child stated that it is your own 

choice if you want to believe in something. She then gave an example 

that she has a friend who is Muslim who she plays with. She said she is a 

Christian but that doesn’t mean they can’t be friends. One Year 4 child 

stated, ‘Everyone is special in their own way’.  

Culture/ethnicity The children were able to share ways in which they would make a new 

person feel welcomed. They stressed that they would want to make sure 

that they were settled in properly, by showing them where everything is, 

making sure they’re not lonely on the playground etc.  

Democracy/British 

Values 

The children were unable to recall the 5 British Values. They required 

prompting and could tell me about Mutual Respect, Democracy and The 

Rule of Law.   

Different families The children said that differences should be respected and treated like 

any other parents as they still love them the same.  

 

Points for development for middle phase: 

- Being able to recall and explain the SMART Code 

- Being able to recall other religious symbols and places of worship than Christianity 

- Being able to recall religious festivals  

- Further develop their understanding of homophobic bullying.  

- Further develop their understanding of British Values: Democracy, Rule of Law, Mutual 

Respect, Individual Liberty and Tolerance of different faiths and cultures. 

Upper Phase 

Learning  All children commented on how they think that school is fun and that they 

enjoy coming in to play with their friends. They explained how teachers plan 

fun lessons to help them with their learning. They said that they especially 

enjoy PE as its lots of fun.  

Safety The children were really confident at talking about how they feel safe at 

school and how to keep themselves safe outside of school. The children 

were able to talk about the role of the police in keeping our country safe, 



with one child referring to how quickly the police responded at the terrorist 

attack outside of Parliament.  

Bullying including 

homophobic/cyber 

bullying.  

The children talked about different forms of bullying including 

cyberbullying which they explained clearly. They explained what they would 

do if they witnessed bullying or if they were a victim of bullying themselves: 

telling the bully to stop, telling an adult, telling a friend etc. They were able 

to talk about homophobic bullying, once the term was explained to them.  

While talking about E-Safety, they mentioned online dangers, with one child 

referring to a video watched during their ‘Share Aware’ lesson about a girl 

talking to a stranger online. We spent some time discussing grooming and 

behaviours to look out for. One child said that he would be very concerned 

if someone asked to see their pants as no one should ask that.     

SMART 

Code/Rules/Laws 

The children could all explain what would happen if they broke the school 

rules but also recognised that when they behave well, it is rewarded e.g. 

‘Star of the Week’, stickers, letters home etc. When the children discussed 

British Values, they knew what would happen if the broke the rules in the 

outside world. Children were more confident at recalling the SMART code in 

comparison to lower down the school.  

Beliefs The children had a good understanding that there are different faiths and 

everyone needs to be respected. They then could give examples about how 

people follow a faith, commenting on a Muslim lady wearing special clothing.  

Y6 children all confidently identified the symbols shared, which was very 

pleasing as this was an action from the last survey. The children could recall 

the main world religions and most places of worship.  

Culture/ethnicity It was obvious that the children love Newdale and explained that everyone 

is welcome and stated that everyone should be treated fairly.   

Democracy The children demonstrated their understanding of democracy and how 

adults are involved in voting and how in school they are involved with voting 

for School Council. We discussed how adults vote for a party, rather than a 

Prime Minister.   

Different families 

inc LGBT 

All Y6 children were able to say what LGBT stands for.  One child pointed to 

the ‘Same Love’ poster whilst we were discussing this question. Y6 children 

were able to explain what ‘transgender’ meant with one Y5 child commenting 

on someone who he knows is now living as a female. Without exception, all 

children felt that any LGBT person should be treated in the same way they 

would want to be (equally/fairly).  

Extremism/Terrorism All children had a clear understanding of what a terrorist was. They 

explained that they want people to afraid so that they listen to them as 



they want to be in power. They could explain that they have extreme views 

which are not in line with others. They could identify other forms of 

terrorism and discussed the impact on the IS with the Islamic community. 

This then linked back to mutual respect.   

 

Points for development for upper phase: 

- Continue to ‘unpick’ the children’s understanding of equality – does it mean all being 

treated the same or should we recognise that in order to have equality, we may need to 

treat people differently e.g. disability.  

- Maintain teaching of British Values and their meanings: Democracy, Rule of Law, Mutual 

Respect, Individual Liberty and Tolerance of different faiths and cultures.  

- Ensure Y5 are taught LGBT aspects from RSE curriculum.  

Actions for 2018 

- Address misconceptions with the SMART Code to ensure all children can recall 

and explain it 

- Ensure all year groups visit a place of worship 

- Ensure children are aware of the main world religions/symbols/places of worship 

- Continue to address British Values in class/whole school assemblies 

- Monitor RSE planning and coverage after new resources have been implemented 

- Consider tightening of questions to avoid repetition from other surveys. 

 


